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ABSTRACT
The aim of this paper is to discusses Improving Emotional and Spiritual Intelligence of Students through Aqidah Morals. This study uses qualitative methods and data was gathered through observation, in-depth interviews, and written material. Data analysis was analyzed using grounded theory approach. The results showed that the teacher’s efforts in improving discipline, honesty, responsibility, and cooperation of students at Madrasah Aliyah 2 Palu City through learning Akidah Akhlak were carried out by providing exemplary in terms of punctual arrival in class, advice and motivation, sanctions/punishment, making students’ friends as assisting teachers, applying the discussion method in learning.
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1. Introduction

In fact, the Intelligence Question (IQ) has a significant positive impact on development towards progress. However, this intelligence only touches the external realm of the human self, while the aspects of recognition and internal understanding of oneself and others, and the recognition of sincerity that comes from human nature itself cannot be reached. Someone who has spiritual intelligence (IS) or spiritual intelligence and compassion will have a commitment to others, and will be responsible for helping.\(^1\) Human quality will decline drastically without understanding the noble values of ethics, morals, and norms that govern their lives, both individually and socially.\(^2\) Of course this is an interesting thing to study, when someone cannot understand themselves, others and the lack of relationship with the Creator, so that it can have its own consequences.

In principle, emotional intelligence (IE) and spiritual intelligence (IS) cannot be ruled out because they have a big role to play in increasing the potential values contained in humans, even more important than IQ in fostering character. Especially as an effort to prepare a cultured and dignified generation of the nation. The position of emotional and spiritual intelligence as a tool for learning and applying values is expected to become a habit and character that is cultured in the social environment.

Basically, emotional and spiritual intelligence is a type of intelligence that ranks at the top in the development of quality human resources by upholding the noble values of humanity as the best creature created by God and as a representative in the universe. Humans are required to live side by side with the surrounding environment in a harmonious and beneficial social interaction. This cannot be realized as expected without the support of good emotional and spiritual intelligence.

In this modern era, there are still many students who experience emotional difficulties, ranging from mild, moderate, to high-level problems that cannot be resolved. The low level of emotional and spiritual intelligence causes students to easily act aggressively, easily become anxious and easily engage in behavior that violates ethics, even there are still many cases of child violations entering the criminal area. For this reason, in the world of education, the process of building and improving the emotional and spiritual intelligence of students needs to be continuously pursued by teachers and parents. So that students who are still under guidance can be monitored for their psychological growth so that they become figures with noble character, both in the family, school, and community environment.

Basically, Islamic education in improving emotional intelligence (IE) and spiritual intelligence (IS) is a top
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priority. Efforts to increase this ability are realized through learning Akidah Akhlak based on the Qur'an and Hadith as a guide for Muslims in achieving safety and welfare in the world and the hereafter. Through learning Akidah Akhlak, the teacher's efforts to improve emotional and spiritual intelligence are carried out in a real way, in the sense that it is not only a concept but must be supported by daily behavior in the form of noble attitudes, speech and behavior based on self-awareness and sincerity in its implementation. This refers to the person of the Prophet, who have noble character, embrace others with love and tenderness. As in the word of Allah swt. (Surah Al-Qalam, [68]: 4),

وَإِنَّكَ لَعَلَى خُلُقٍ عَظِيمٍ

The translation: "And behold, you are truly virtuous."

In that verse Allah swt. explained that in Rasulullah saw. there is a noble character. His figure, which is decorated with hospitality, compassion, care, honesty, and other noble qualities, is able to deliver Islam as a religion that can be accepted by society.

Emotional and spiritual intelligence is a measure of a person's life success. Where in Islam, efforts to improve it can be done through fostering noble morals which acts as a tool for fostering good relations with Allah SWT and between each other. Without a high IQ, great success can still be achieved by exploring one’s potential through learning Akidah Akhlak in honing emotional and spiritual intelligence.

Rasulullah saw. as a reflection of noble morals which includes attitudes, speech and behavior in accordance with the objectives sent in order to perfect noble morals. History records the personal glory of Rasulullah saw who is able to combine the best relationships between oneself and others and with Allah SWT so that the planting of the teachings brought by the Prophet. regarding noble morals is the main priority for shaping the personality of a Muslim.

Learning Akidah Akhlak provides an effective way to hone the emotional and spiritual intelligence of students. The emotional and spiritual condition of students who are below standard can be pursued by the teacher to increase the ideal standard through learning Akidah Akhlak. This is reflected in the learning of Akidah Akhlak in the efforts of teachers to improve the emotional and spiritual intelligence of students at Madrasah Aliyah 2 Palu as a step in overcoming the problems faced so that the attitudes and behavior of students become better.

Based on observations in Madrasah Aliyah 2 Palu, the author got information from the teacher that the level of awareness, concern, diversity, and politeness of students was still at the lower middle level, in the sense that the level of recognition and understanding of themselves, others and worship behavior was still necessarily improved. In general, students have a knowledge base to behave as they should.
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3Departemen Agama RI, Al-Qur’an dan Terjemahnya (Bandung: Syamil Cipta Media, 2006), 564.
However, on the one hand, there are still students who do not follow madrasa policies, both norms, ethics, and those relating to religious activities, such as lack of awareness of discipline, cleanliness, lack of respect for teachers, student closeness between boys and women are outside the limits of reasonableness so that they are often reprimanded by the teacher, violate the rules of congregational prayer, and do not participate in teaching and learning activities. So that there needs to be a teacher's effort in guiding and directing students to better conditions.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Understanding Intelligence.

In terms of biology, intelligence is interpreted as a basic human ability that is relatively necessary for adjustment to new surroundings. Even though in reality in this world there are many people who have high intelligence who are unable to adapt themselves to their surroundings properly. One of the stages in individual cognitive development is the inactive stage, where individuals carry out activities in an effort to understand the environment or the world around them with motor knowledge.

The author’s point of view is that the ability to adapt and understand the natural surroundings can increase human awareness to preserve nature and prevent things related to natural pollution that can have a negative impact on human life.

1) Intelligence viewed psychologically

In fact, every child who is born has been gifted with the potential of intelligence which allows him to develop and survive in accordance with the nature that has been given by God the Almighty. Thomas Armstrong, an education expert from the USA argues that intelligence is represented through inherent traits, including: curiosity, exploration of the environment, spontaneity, vitality, and flexibility.

Intelligence is seen from a psychological perspective, that in principle humans are endowed with cognitive abilities from birth which are manifested in the form of innate traits to be able to adapt to the environment in order to survive. This ability gives privileges and distinguishing factors between humans and other creatures. Related to this, heredity also has a considerable influence on children's cognitive abilities.

2) Intelligence is reviewed operationally

The definition of intelligence operationally uses statements from observed conditions so that the statement of the sentence contains the terms true or false. For example, to determine an IQ score a person must undergo an IQ test. When carrying out an IQ test behavior must be observed and the results of the test can be given a grade. The determination of a person
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5P. Ratu Ile Tokan, *Sumber Kecerdasan Manusia* (Jakarta: Grasindo, 2016), 12.
classified as intelligent or mediocre is used by the IQ score classification guidelines.\(^7\)

2.2 The Concept of Emotional Intelligence

The word emotion in psychology is defined as feeling. The word emotion is used as a pronoun for feelings so that the individual's condition when angry, sad, disappointed, or happy is part of the emotion. The word emotion includes not only feelings of anger or sadness, but everything that concerns human feelings.\(^8\)

The term "emotional intelligence" was first coined in 1990 by psychologists Peter Salovey of Harvard University and John Mayer of the University of New Hampshire to describe emotional qualities that appear to be essential to success. These qualities include "empathy, expressing and understanding feelings, controlling anger, independence, adaptability, liking, interpersonal problem solving skills, persistence, solidarity, kindness, and respect."\(^9\)

A psychologist from New York, United States named Daniel Goleman, views that emotional intelligence is a person's extra ability to motivate oneself, resilience in the face of failure, control emotions and delay gratification, and regulate the state of the soul.\(^10\)

Meanwhile, according to Ary Ginanjar Agustian, "Emotional intelligence can be defined as the ability to feel, understand, and effectively apply emotional power and sensitivity as a source of energy, information, connections and human influence."\(^11\)

Based on the explanation above, it can be understood that emotional intelligence is a person's ability to recognize and understand oneself in the form of awareness to solve problems in life. The descriptions of self-recognition and understanding are contained in the form of priorities for self-motivation to create positive feelings of the heart, mental strength in dealing with life's problems. Apart from encouragement, management of one's own psychological condition is also the key to a person's emotional ability to be able to control various emotional fluctuations that arise, so that they can return to a stable condition, in the sense that actions that can destroy ethical values can be avoided. In addition, emotional intelligence also includes the social realm which is expressed in the form of empathy for others. As social beings, interaction with others is behavior that cannot be avoided. Therefore, it is necessary to have an empathetic attitude towards the suffering of others to be able to act wisely in society.

\(^7\)Purwa Atmaja Prawira, *Psikologi Pendidikan dalam Perspektif Baru*, 139.


2.3 The role of emotional intelligence

Emotional intelligence gives great hope in achieving a person's life success, as stated by Daniel Goleman, according to him, "People with well-developed emotional skills mean that they are likely to be happy and successful in life."\(^{12}\)

Often found in the community, someone who can be a great success because he/she has high emotional intelligence even with low academic intelligence (cognitive) abilities. This situation shows that academic intelligence (cognitive) is not a measure of a person's success.

Even with a high IQ, a person is not necessarily able to overcome self-problems. In fact, he can fail to recognize himself. On the other hand, there are people with an ordinary IQ in life, they can have great success because they have a high sense of emotionality or IE.\(^{13}\)

From this perspective, it can be understood that emotional intelligence cannot be underestimated. Its big role in life encourages this intelligence to be prioritized as the intellectual abilities that have been favored from classical times.

2.4 The Concept of Spiritual Intelligence

In this section, an aspect that is no less important than IQ and EQ in achieving life success will be presented. The position of this aspect is considered as a great energy and driving force for IQ and EQ in humans. So there is no reason to rule out the discussion of this section in order to foster and improve the quality of the individual towards a whole human figure.

According to Danah Zohar and Ian Marshall, what is meant by spiritual intelligence is intelligence to deal with and solve problems of meaning and value, namely intelligence to place our behavior and life in a broader and richer context of meaning, intelligence to judge that one's actions or way of life are more meaningful than others.\(^ {14}\)

Meanwhile Prima Vidya Asteria said that spiritual intelligence is "human intelligence used to relate to God".\(^ {15}\) It can be understood that spiritual intelligence is an intelligence that places human behavior and life in a more meaningful position, both in establishing relationships with others and with God.

Furthermore, Danah Zohar and Ian Marshall assert that spiritual intelligence can foster a person's human function so as to make them creative, flexible, broad-minded, spontaneous, able to face life's struggles, deal with anxiety and worry, can bridge between


\(^{13}\)Purwa Atmaja Prawira, Psikologi Pendidikan dalam Perspektif Baru, 151.


\(^{15}\)Prima Vidya Asteria, Mengembangkan Kecerdasan Spiritual Anak Melalui Pembelajaran Membaca Sastra, 21.
Spiritual intelligence plays a controlling and empowering role, by accessing emotional intelligence and intellectual intelligence. In addition, spiritual intelligence also controls and empowers physical intelligence in a very vital part, namely the subtle-neurotransmitter and neurohormonal. The two nerves are in charge of controlling the function and performance of cells and the brain, which greatly affects immunity and body aging.

3. Methodology

This study used a qualitative approach with the object of research, namely Madrasah Aliyah 2 Palu. The reason the authors chose madrasah aliyah as the research location is because this madrasah aliyah is an Islamic education institution (madrasah) equivalent to High School in Central Sulawesi which is a model in various aspects for other madrasahs.

The use of qualitative methods in this study has several considerations. First, adapting qualitative methods is easier when faced with multiple realities. Second, it can directly present the nature of the relationship between researchers and informants. Third, this method is more sensitive and adapts itself to a lot of sharpening a common guide and to the value patterns faced.
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Data were collected using observation techniques, in-depth interviews\textsuperscript{23} with principals, teachers, and students. Researchers also reviewed various written documents.\textsuperscript{24} Meanwhile, data analysis was carried out using reduction and verification techniques with various data sources.\textsuperscript{25} The data that has been reduced is then analyzed by confessing the theoretical concepts used in this study.

4. Result and Discussion

4.1 Teacher's Efforts to Increase Emotional and Spiritual Intelligence

A developed nation is a nation that has quality human resources. This is difficult to happen without the intervention of the teacher as the main intermediary. Teachers are educators who contribute to advancing a nation with dignity, both intellectually, emotionally, and spiritually.


\textsuperscript{24} Nurdin, N. (2017b). To Research Online or Not to Research Online: Using Internet-Based Research in Islamic Studies Context. \textit{Indonesian Journal of Islam and Muslim Societies}, 7(1), 31-54.


The teacher's dedication in striving for students to become individuals who have noble character, are able to recognize themselves, have empathy for others, are responsible, and know the main purpose of life. This makes the teacher a person who needs to be remembered for his services.

Akidah Akhlak teachers have an important role as a guide in instilling and increasing the moral values of students. This role is a noble duty of a teacher who requires patience in its implementation to produce a person with noble character.

According to Mr. Muhammad Anas, that:

\textit{Akidah Akhlak teachers are different from teachers of other subjects, because Akidah Akhlak teachers lead to children's character, so I ask the Akidah Akhlak teachers to instill in children several things, the first is about honesty, discipline, responsibility and behavior in everyday life, the second is about speech, if there are children who are too far from their words to be called and immediately reprimanded, because this is a matter of morals.}\textsuperscript{26}

The results of the interview above provide an illustration that the Akidah Akhlak teacher has certain specifications, because it is in direct contact with the character of the students. When talking about character, the dominant one is the Akidah Akhlak teacher, where morality is one of the important foundations in shaping and

\textsuperscript{26} Muhammad Anas, Kepala MAN 2 Kota Palu, “Wawancara”, di ruang Kepala Madrasah, tanggal 23 Oktober 2019.
enhancing a person with noble character, to create a devout human being and a true Muslim. By learning Akidah Akhlak, it is hoped that every student will be able to apply it in everyday life. Learning Akidah Akhlak can lead to the level of moral dignity, because with this learning students become increasingly aware of their position and duties as a student.

Cultivating and enhancing moral values is very important in Islamic education. In this case, the teacher does not only function as a teacher but also acts as a parent in the development of their students. Akidah Akhlak teachers are figures who are responsible for the development of students by striving for all their potential, especially in terms of honesty, discipline, and responsibility which is a description of their emotional and spiritual skills. Therefore, Akidah Akhlak teachers need to have steps as an effort to increase noble morals, especially in terms of honesty, discipline, and responsibility.

This was conveyed by Mrs. Ukhriyah Zam Anwar, one of the Akidah Akhlak teachers, according to her:

Students need to know about the importance of being disciplined, honest, and responsible which are parts of noble morals that need to be applied in everyday life and how noble morals can make a major contribution to the success of one’s life.27

Ibu Ukhriyah Zam Anwar’s statement shows that students are required to be disciplined, honest, and responsible. In addition, students need to know the great contribution of noble morals in supporting the success of life. Morals, which are described as the spirit of Islam, have an important meaning in the activities undertaken by students in general.

Referring to the explanation above, according to the author, moral learning is a way that students need to go through in increasing emotional and spiritual intelligence based on Islamic teachings, in this case discipline, honesty, and responsibility. This method is more specific because it has clear guidelines by referring to the contents of the Qur’an and hadiths that direct each individual to know himself, cleanse himself (tadzkiyatunnafsi), and fight lust (mujahadatunnafsi) with a series of rituals in achieving divine pleasure.

The large contribution of noble morals in achieving one’s life success is judged in accordance with the views of Daniel Goleman, Danah Zohar, and Ian Marshal who prioritize emotional and spiritual intelligence over cognitive intelligence, where someone who has this intelligence is likely to get happiness. However, it has been stated that in the Islamic perspective, morals are the means by which to build and enhance emotional and spiritual abilities in a more specific and directed way with a clear theological foundation.

Discipline, responsibility, honesty, and cooperation should be able to be practiced in the daily lives of students. These attitudes are part of spiritual emotional intelligence, where there are seven basic values of emotional intelligence that should be cultivated: self-awareness, self-regulation, motivation, empathy, and social skills.

and spiritual intelligence in the Islamic perspective of Ary Ginanjar Agustian characterized by the values of honesty, responsibility, discipline, cooperation, care, justice, and visionary. The importance of these characteristics for students in living life, the teacher needs to convey to inspire the students’ souls to have praiseworthy qualities.

The Akidah Akhlak teacher, in this case Mrs. Minarni, conveyed the importance of these traits possessed by every student, according to her:

"In class XI there is no material about discipline, responsibility, honesty, cooperation, but when the learning takes place I often convey it to the prologue or lesson opening, with the hope that this character is in them in learning. I give motivation to children about discipline, their responsibility is that all tasks must be completed."

Referring to the interview above, even though in class XI the material regarding these characteristics does not exist in the Akidah Akhlak learning, the teacher always delivers it to the lesson opening by providing motivation with hope that students are able to live and realize it in the form of daily attitudes and behavior.

Based on observations and interviews with informants in the field and supported by related data, the authors found several problems regarding the emotional and spiritual intelligence of students in class XI social science.

a. Discipline

Discipline conditions of students in class XI social science 2 still need to be improved, this can be seen from the attendance list of Akidah Akhlak lessons in the odd semester of the 2019/2020 school year. Based on the attendance list, it appeared that a number of students were late, skipped and did not attend the Akidah Akhlak learning.

b. Exemplary

The efforts of Akidah Akhlak teachers in implementing disciplinary values for students include exemplary. If a teacher wants to instill and improve character or commendable morals in students, he should imitate the character of the Prophet because he is a role model for all mankind.

Teachers are required to have a noble, moral personality, and do positive things in accordance with what is taught to students, both in the form of attitudes, speech and behavior so that they can be good role models for students. This exemplary impact on the behavior of students, because teachers are the second party after parents and families. Thus, the moral values, in this case the discipline that has been taught by the teacher, can be practiced by students on the basis of imitating teacher behavior. If these values are not also practiced by the teacher, it can cause unexpected things such as negative assessments of students to the teacher.
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For that teacher’s behavior must be relevant to what is taught to students.

Mrs. Minarni, as a teacher of Akidah Akhlak, strives for student discipline by providing examples to arrive on time in class, according to her:

I give an example to children through discipline by coming to class on time, for that the children should not be late so that they can manage the time as discipline as possible. Thus, children are expected to appreciate the time in their activities, especially in learning.²⁹

Ibu Minarni’s statement that she gave an example of discipline when going to class was strengthened by the attendance list of teachers in class XI social science-science 2.

c. Provide advice and motivation

The next step is taken by the Akidah Akhlak Teacher in striving for student discipline by providing motivation and advice.

Researchers view that motivation is a very important element as a driving force in doing something to achieve the expected goals. Through motivation and advice, Akidah Akhlak teachers act as tutors who encourage students to realize discipline. Then through the motivation given by the teacher, gradually students have the awareness and ability to motivate themselves in realizing discipline to achieve happiness and success in life. Giving advice should be practiced by Akidah Akhlak teachers by using a polite, gentle language style, carried out in a comfortable place so that it touches reason and feelings. This is considered important, because as humans who need guidance, negative things done by students need to be covered so as not to make students feel tense and embarrassed in dealing with the problems faced, both personal issues and problems related to social relationships in the family environment, madrasa, and society.

d. Provide sanctions / penalties

Apart from giving examples and disciplinary advice to students, the efforts made by Mrs. Minarni to inspire students’ discipline by imposing sanctions in the form of not being allowed to enter the Akidah Akhlak lesson. This step is an effort in educating students to be on time in learning to produce individuals who value time in the form of discipline. According to Mrs. Minarni, that:

Students are required to arrive on time, I am very strict about this. So that the children I teach understand that when my class has started, all students are ready for class. Because students were late and had been given a warning regarding this matter, I did not allow them to enter the class. So this way, children will become accustomed to being on time in class.³⁰

Based on the interview above, Mrs. Minarni’s assertiveness by imposing sanctions in the form of prohibition of following Akidah Akhlak learning in increasing discipline gave positive changes by gradually increasing
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some of the disciplinary attitudes of students in following learning.

e. Advice and motivation

Advice given by Akidah Akhlak teachers to students who have problems with responsibility by repeatedly reminding them to do the assignments given and providing motivation to become a better figure in the future through learning, so they need to have enthusiasm in completing learning tasks.

Ferdiansyah Putra as a student of class XI social science-science 2 said that:

*I was absent several times so I didn't do my assignments, Mrs. Minarni often called me to tell me which tasks I had not done, besides that, she often gave advice like what we would be doing in the future if we didn't do our assignments, if you want to be successful you have to study well so that in the future we do not become people who are governed, must be leaders. I am quite motivated to do assignments seeing Mrs. Minarni who is always active to remind us to do assignments. Mrs. Minarni is always active in encouraging students to be active so that there are no empty scores, different from other teachers.*

The statements that have been expressed by these students illustrate that the increase in students' irresponsible behavior towards the learning tasks given, is strived by the Akidah Akhlak teacher by repeatedly giving advice and motivation to have concern for learning tasks, because responsibility is a form of noble morals that must be possessed by students.

f. Making friends as assisting teachers

Akidah Akhlak teachers give responsibility to students who excel in learning to provide assistance to friends who have difficulty doing learning assignments, so that these tasks can be completed, as said by Mrs. Minarni, according to her:

*I get around the irresponsible child by asking his smarter friend as an assistant teacher in the class to monitor and help the child in completing study assignments by showing the tasks he has done so that his friends write, so that little or much knowledge can be observe.*

This effort emphasizes the teacher to help care for friends who have difficulty doing assignments. On the one hand, the assisting teacher is fully responsible for the condition of his friend, so that this becomes the motivation to provide maximum assistance in providing solutions to the difficulties experienced by his friends.

g. Sanctions / penalties

Sanctions given to students who do not do their assignments by calling them to the front of the class and asked to stand, this is in line with what Ferdiansyah Putra said, according to him: "Usually if they don't do the assignment, the sanction given by the teacher is to stand in front of the class".

---


Afifah Indar Syafitri said, Mrs. Minarni was strict, gave punishment, told us to stand with children who did not do their work, friends experienced changes such as Gilang, Aldi Alang, and Abdillah, who were more attentive, by doing their duties. In addition to memorizing the proofs of the Qur’an and Hadith in one paper, they are competing to memorize deposits with the person appointed by the teacher.

Based on observations in class XI social sciences, the writer found that there were some students who did not carry out these tasks as shown in the attached photo documentation, so that Mrs. Minarni as the Akidah Akhlak teacher in this class gave sanctions by calling the students concerned, telling them to stand in front of the class and each must do skot jump as much as 20 times, besides that Mrs. Minarni asked students to do the task and was given until the end of the school hours to be turn in. This is done as an effort to increase the responsibility of students to care about the assignment given.

5. Conclusions
The teacher's efforts in improving discipline, honesty, responsibility, and cooperation of students at Madrasah Aliyah 2 Palu through learning Akidah Akhlak are carried out by providing exemplary in terms of time of arrival in class, advice and motivation, sanctions/penalties, making friends of students as assisting teachers, applying the discussion method in learning.

Supporting factors in improving the emotional and spiritual intelligence of students at Madrasah Aliyah 2 Palu, namely the existence of cooperation between Akidah Akhlak teachers and homerooms in terms of handling student problems, enthusiasm and cooperation between students in learning, the existence of the madrasah program, in the form of extracurricular activities, especially those of a religious nature in the form of da’wah activities, tahfiz of the Qur’an, duha prayers, reading the Qur’an in the first hour before learning and student council activities every Friday in the form of fundraising for brothers affected by disaster.
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